HGS Creative Services:
The Talent, Scale, and Agility
behind your Brand
Today’s brand-building takes careful aim at an increasingly bespoke, meaningful customer experience.
And the bar has never been higher—with pressures to achieve differentiation and digital strategy while also
controlling costs. Stressed for resources, nearly 80% of brands are increasingly relying on consultants for
design adaptation and production, with offshore support delivering major wins on cost and quality fronts.
Element-HGS brings the brand-building talent, scale, and agility to help our client partners find opportunity
in the challenge of omnichannel asset creation. Bolstered by our HGSi full-service digital marketing agency
in Mumbai, Element-HGS Creative Solutions experts produce high-quality deliverables in tight timeframes,
with a follow-the-sun approach.

How We Add Value

Talent
According to research, approximately
70% of in-house creative leaders cite
“quality” as a key benefit of creative
process outsourcing. Our talented
creatives bring this excellence focus,
with specialization in Tier 2-3 services
that include: adaptation, resizes,
redevelopment of original—digital
display ad units, social media ads,
copy, and iterations of production
support. Our Creative Services team
members have leadership and proven
skillsets gained from at least 10-15
years of creative agency expertise.

Scale
Your talented in-house
design and production
resources may spend
hours working on
adaptations, resizes
and edits for various
platforms rather than
more engaging original
creative development.
Let our Element-HGS
experts help carry the
weight.

Agility
We offer cost-effective
outsourced creative resources
with full agency capabilities
that can relieve work backlogs,
increase your speed to market
and save on expenses. Our team
is available in multiple time zones
allowing flexible approaches to
align with your business hours or
to follow-the-sun. We can assist
with all aspects of campaign
planning, execution, and
optimization.

Success Stories
For a leading paint manufacturer, the ElementHGS 360° digital transformation included the
client’s website, service excellence delivered on
the client’s website, content marketing strategy,
and engagement campaigns. Our breakthrough
results include:
• A 500% growth in website traffic
• 15x increase in Facebook fans
• Ranking as top Indian paint brand on Twitter

A private sector bank required our expertise for
integrated multi-channel marketing campaigns,
including design for digital and social properties.
We achieved the following for this client partner:
• 50 million impressions
• 400,000 video views
• Company ranking as the number one trending
hashtag on Twitter

When a shoe retailer required a contemporary
blog and content strategy to drive engagement
and traffic, Element-HGS enlisted our experts to
deliver:

For a premier hotel, Element-HGS enlisted our
landing page and content creation team to drive
search results and increase online bookings, with
real outcomes of:

• 33% increase in product page traffic
• 58% increase in organic traffic

• 45% increase in online bookings
• 100%+ increase in location-specific page traffic
• 113 new referring domains gained

“The team’s dedicated hard work,
subject matter expertise, and
enduring passion for delivering
the best have been instrumental in
leading our organization’s digital
landscape. It has increased our
exposure and also helped us
increasing tertiary sales.”

“Your team has provided 360-degree digital marketing
solution to us—from website revamp, microsites, and
community portal development to SEO, social media
campaigns, and mobile-friendly versions of web portals.
The team has the perfect solutions in terms of look and
feel, technology, and the latest marketing trends. Team
members are courteous, prompt, and meet our lastminute requirements and tight deadlines.”

Brand Manager
Major American Oil Company

Head of Marketing
Leading Indian Hospital

About HGS
A global leader in business process management (BPM) and optimizing the customer experience lifecycle, HGS is helping make its
clients more competitive every day. HGS combines technology-powered services in automation, analytics and digital with domain
expertise focusing on back office processing, contact centers and HRO solutions to deliver transformational impact to clients.
Visit www.teamhgs.com to learn how HGS can help make your business more competitive.
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